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Oak Tree Times

All the news that’s ﬁt for camp….

What are some fun summer activities in Boston?
I already got a question and a note from the Pet Wizard in
my folder. The Pet Wizard said “why hello there” and the question
is the title. Well what are some fun summer activities in Boston?
Well the duck boats are one. You start off in a car shaped like a
boat. Then you drive straight into a lake. And guess what… its
floats. You drive around while the driver points out buildings and
landmarks. Another activity is going to the Franklin Park Zoo (or
some other zoo in Boston, but I think that this one is the best),
which has many animals and great food. My favorite animal at the
zoo is probably the Red Panda (look up a photo of it). Which is so
so so so cute. Another activity is the whale watch. It is long and
sometimes you get seasick, but it’s worth seeing the giant
Humpback Whale jumping into the air and crashing back down.
Sorry for the short article, I didn’t have many ideas so thank you
anonymous for sending this question to me.
Sincerely, Random Guy
History: Tiananmen Square Protests
After Mao Zedong's cultural revolution, many people in China want
to be free from communism and dictatorship. In the year of 1989, the
Tiananmen Square protests started in Beijing, China. The students
protested for democracy after years of crazy dictatorship. They
wanted the government to allow freedom of speech and protest. The
protesters created a statue called Goddess of Democracy which
represented freedom in democracy, similar to the Statue of Liberty.
On June 4th 1989, Chinese soldiers massacre students at Tiananmen
Square. The world watches on live TV as the Chinese soldiers kill
civilians and protesters.
This changed China today because democracy is now dead in China.
They are a communist government and people dont have the
freedom of speech and protest. The massacre destroyed hopes of
China ever becoming a democratic society. It also changed China
today because people who remember the Tiananmen Square
protest, will be afraid to speak out because this event shows how
much power the Chinese government has. This event made people
scared of the government and scared to speak out or protest.

MORE ARTICLES
ONLINE!!!!
https://caapwriting.wordpress.com
● LOTS’O PUPS
● RANDOM COLUMN
● INTERVIEW’S
● FICTION STORIES
● MOVIE REVIEW’S
● AND MORE!

Movies coming out soon!
1. Teen Titans Go, Movie
2. Christopher Robin
3. Incredibles 2
4. The Grinch
5. Ralph Breaks The Internet
6. Mary Poppins Returns (Lin - Manuel
Miranda, Director)
7. Small Foot
8. The Nutcracker and the 4 Realms
Made By Sylvie

Narwhal Names
We narrowed it down to 10 names.
1. Nellie the Narwhal
2. Ronald
3. Oscar
4. Bob
5. Squish Fish
6. Joey
7. Wally
8. Olaf
9. Mr. Longhorn
10. Sparkle
Anybody that wants to can vote on
these names and at the end of the
week we will check the folder and see
which one got the most votes.
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History Lover

The Amendment That Keeps Giving: 14th Amendment (Part 2)
Brandi Silva
The Fourteenth Amendment was being developed in a
critical time of rebuilding and unifying. It was made during the
Reconstruction Era (1865-1877), right after the Civil War. Slaves
were freed, but their status was unclear. The Fourteenth
Amendment was made to define citizens and protect their rights.
Senator Jacob Howard of Michigan agreed with this saying, “This
settles the great question of citizenship and removes all doubts as to
what persons are or are not citizens of the United States." Many
abolitionists and freed slaves were happy but there were also many
who argued about the amendment. It was unpopular with women
suffrage advocates, white supremacists, and previous slave owners.
Women did not get gender equality, Confederates were worried
about their rights being taken away, and not many Confederates or
pro-slavery people got what they wanted from this amendment. A
good quote to sum up the last point is one from Senator of Iowa
James Grimes saying, “It is not exactly what any of us wanted, but
we were each compelled to surrender some of our individual
preferences in order to secure anything." The amendment targeted a
group of people who were recently “freedmen.” This amendment
was popular with free blacks and Northern abolitionists. But even
with people who did not want to ratify the amendment, the former
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The Movie
Reviewer
Hi guys!
It’s the recipe
column. Today I’m
going to show you how to make
the perfect chocolate cake in a
mug! Let’s get to the recipe:
INGREDIENTS
● ¼ cup of all-purpose flour
● ¼ cup of milk
● 2 tablespoons of
unsweetened cocoa
powder
● 2 tablespoons of
vegetable oil
● ¼ teaspoon of salt
● ¼ teaspoon of vanilla
extract
● 1 ounce of dark chocolate
chips (2 tablespoons)
● Whipped cream for
serving
Directions
In a bowl, whisk together the flour,
milk, sugar, cocoa, oil, salt and vanilla
until fully combined. Pour into a
12-ounce mug and top with the
chocolate chips.

Confederate states were required to ratify the amendment. The
Fourteenth Amendment has had massive impact on the past and

Microwave on high power for 1 1/2 to

even a bigger impact on the world today.

2 minutes, depending on how gooey

To be continued…

Classroom Spies: Gymnastics Period 1
Hey CAAPers! Today we have the scoop on Basic Gymnastics period 1!
Basic Gymnastics is taught by Counselor Diahanna and C.I.T.s Sammy
and Mary. Gymnastics starts off their classes with exchanging a small
discussion about their days. Then, gymnastics warms- up with some
stretches. Gymnastics is working hard on practicing and strengthening
basic skills. Some skills they are working on is handstands, backbends,
bridges, and cartwheels. The counselors and C.I.T.s help the gymnasts
by giving them tips, spotting them and sometimes guiding the campers.
During gymnastics, the campers, counselor, and C.I.T.s are wearing
athletic clothes, so they can practice gymnastics skills that require
ﬂexible clothing.
This information is certiﬁed by the CIA, CAAP Intelligence Agency.

you like your cake. Carefully remove
from the microwave and let cool
slightly. Top with whipped cream

Ferdinand By
CallieFerdinand is my
favorite movie because it is very
adventurous and fun. It is about a
bull. It is a little bit sad but still very
fun. Ferdinand is very tough. He is
very kind. I love this movie.
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Tag
Hey my name is Twyla Daley and I was tagged by Marie Churchill, who I’ve known since preschool. This is my second
year at CAAP and my classes are Contemporary, OTT, Jazz 2, P.O.W, and Costumes, all of which I love. I have one
older sister who’s 16 and going into her senior year of highschool. I’m 14 and just graduated from Driscoll School
after going there for 9 years. As much as I’m going to miss it, I’m so happy to be out of Driscoll. I'm going to be a
freshman at Brookline High School next year. I love eating chips, watching Netflix, and hanging out with my
friends. I am tagging Peter Jamrog.

Today’s noontime show was AMAZING! It was hosted by Felicia from music and Grant from Photo! It started out like an
awesome rock concert. First there was Jr. Girls Rock Band, who were super cool. Then it was Rebel Rockers, followed by
Girls Rock Band. They all sounded great, rock on! The music wasn’t over though- Elodie Weinzierl played an amazing piano
solo! Then we saw a performance from Story Theater that was fantastic! Followed by Clara singing La Vie en Rose- Wow!
And there was actually one more band- Band without Borders-- they sounded great and need more people- if YOU’RE
INTERESTED SIGN UP FOR 3rd PERIOD! And the show ended with a beautiful dance from Modern 1. Everyone at this
camp is so talented it’s incredible. What an end to the first week!

WHY NOT PRINT THE FULL OTT ?
As many of you have noticed, the full Oak Tree Times (OTT) is not available for all campers in print anymore. While this
may be disappointing, there is an explanation for it, and also a solution that is just as awesome as the full print OTT
resting in your hands every day at carpool.
There are many reasons why we are unable to print the full OTT every day for every camper, and most (all) of those
reasons are due to forces outside of the OTT’s control. One such reason is that printing the full six pages of the OTT for
our incredible community of 281 campers and 68 staﬀ members would require an excessive amount of paper. Using too
much paper is an issue for two reasons, both of which are in a similar vein: First, the Park School is trying to convert into a
“green school,” meaning that they are trying to stop using paper, and since we use their building and their resources, we
have to follow their rules. Earth’s resources are quickly running out, and one of those resources is paper. Therefore, in
order to help the world not turn into a ball of ﬁre and death and destruction and… I digress. The point is that we need to
save paper!
Given those reasons, we hope you all understand why the full OTT won't be printed Monday through Thursday for all
campers (Friday is a long one for everyone!) But, there is exciting news for you all: you can access all the OTT you could
ever want on the CAAP writing website, https://caapwriting.wordpress.com/oak-tree-times. That's pretty cool! So check
out that website any time, any day, and it will be completely paper-free!
The Evil Overlord Advice Column
Greetings, my Minions! I have been mocked! I have found a blank piece of paper in my folder. Now I speak directly to the person
who dared mock me, I will track you. I will stalk you. I will get you.
Now, I do have a publicly inserted issue to comment on. Here it is: My friend bought something for me and won’t let
me repay them. What should I do? -TZ
Well TZ, I have a good solution for you. Actually, I have been through this situation many times. Here’s what you do: Buy a grim reaper
costume and in the middle in the middle of the night, take a little trip to their house and bang on their door. When they answer (keep banging on
their door until they do) shine a light on yourself throw a package (with the money in it) in the house. Your friend will never suspect you. Trust me,
This works. It really does. I’ve done it 13 times and I’m still going on strong. I promise it will work. Now, all of my Minions, please, put your problems
in my folder and I will publish your solution.
Thank you, The Evil Overlord
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From Around the Web, Part 1
As I was looking through BBC’s
website for some hot news
yesterday, I stumbled upon a list
of articles at the bottom of the
page labeled “From Around the
Web.” You may be familiar with
these advertisements, also known
as “Sponsored Stories” or “Paid
Content,” depending how honest a site wants to be. These
generally don’t fit in with the rest of a page’s content and
instead focus on a mix of picture slideshows and strange,
sensationalized stories about celebrities. See “Try Not to
Laugh at These Photos of Actors with Their…” or “You
Belong in the 1% If You Get 10/12 on This History Quiz.”
They’re designed to capture readers’ attention with
intentionally ambiguous images and incomplete headlines.
Many use location identifiers to grab your attention; they
can tell I’m in Brookline, so they throw in the word
Brookline in hope of me clicking and make a fraction of a
cent off advertising on that page if I do. Of course, when
these articles are getting clicks by the millions, these
companies do make decent amounts of money.Since this
seemed to a be a relatively large and profitable industry, I
visited a range of news sites (BBC, CNN, ABC, Fox News)
to see their sponsors. On each of these four, a company
called “OutBrain” was cited. Their site looked professional
to me, but I wasn’t completely convinced of its legitimacy
considering I didn’t know any of the content marketing
terminology. What’s a “performance-based native
advertising platform”? Well, from the Q&A section, I
learned that content marketing is defined as “the creation
and distribution of online content designed to attract and
engage an audience.” It went on for a few paragraphs
about making “emotionally satisfying” content that
“captures mindshare,” which sounded pretty manipulative
to me. The examples of the advertising they gave only
included the more conventional ones: more “What You
Need to Tell Your Kids About Budgeting” and less “This
Mama Elephant
Never Expected to Give Birth to This.” They claim to filter
the links they advertise to prevent stories like the latter
being shown, but based on some of the things I’ve seen so
far, it really doesn’t seem that way; in the next section I’ll
list some of the highlights for your reading pleasure. - Ben
Snyder
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Interview with John Mackey, CEO of Whole Foods
By Malachy Dubin
Interviewer: Is your food overpriced?
John: 26 dollars for a soda is not overpriced!
Int: Do you like your food?
John: (starts swea ng) uh, um, ya, everyone just loves a
nice chia seed smoothie.
Int: Do you prefer 365 brand over any typical brands?
John: God No!
Int: Why is your store so health oriented?
John: my mom invested in way too much kale, so we sold
it at the store, then hippies and vegans ate it up, no pun
intended, so we sold, carrot cake, overpriced water, corn
chips, and other healthy trash.
Int: What’s your business strategy?
John: well you see, we’re the ones that make those “Eat
vegetables and get in shape!” adds, so then people
come here and spend a trip to Italy on cucumbers, then
they eat one and barf, but we don’t care because we just
got a trip to Italy!
Int: Are you nice to your employees?
John: Well they hate us because we tricked them into
signing a contract that said we could pay them with
pickled onions and whole grain bread.

very epic word search!! :OO
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAOAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAOAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAAAAAA
AAAFAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
heres my w0rd search good luck
words to finD: pie, Друг, e, ͯ,
-jaco
b
also editors dont edit this please thanks lOl
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ANONYMOUS POLITICS GUY

DISCLAIMER: the opinions in this article are my own
and may not be true. Please keep in mind that these are
opinions, not solid facts.
Greetings CAAPers! It is I the anonymous politics guy
with some rather saddening news.
The president’s rants against immigrants crossing the
border have only gotten worse as the week goes on, and
today, the notoriously right-leaning news organization
Fox News decided to go one step further. On their
morning show (I don’t watch it because I like to get my
news from TRUSTWORTHY sources) the hosts stated
that we shouldn’t care about the TODDLERS coming
over our border because they supposedly aren’t like kids
from Idaho or Texas (not a direct quote). Wow. This is, at
best, straight racism, and at worst, dehumanizing and
demeaning. Yes, maybe they aren’t american kids, but
they are, in fact, HUMAN. That millions of people can
hear some dude on Fox News saying that american
children are more valuable than immigrant children and
believe him blows my mind. This is why we need to
stand up, people. Because if we aren’t careful, this could
end up being what our kids learn about the world. These
disgusting comments come after the US left the UN
HUMAN RIGHTS COUNCIL, calling it a ‘hypocritical
and self-serving organization’ (that’s a direct quote from
US ambassador to the UN Nikki Haley). For the next
few days I will be covering this issue. Thank you for
reading this article. -The Anonymous Politics Guy
THE BAD CHATBOT
Robots still don’t rule the earth, but they are soon to
rule the OTT thanks to all the questions CAAP has
been asking! yay! One note about questions: I’ve
gotten some which I either can’t read or have
drawings, which the bot can’t read. So, sorry, but I
can’t do questions with drawings.
With that being said, LET’S GET RIGHT INTO THE
VIDE--uhhhhh, I mean COLUMN!
Question 1: what’s your opinion on Trump?
Bot: I’m not really a fan of Cheetos.
Question 2: how can you win 1000 dollars?
Bot: how do you suppose?
Hmmm….
Thanks for reading!
-Charlie R.

Squishthe
AdventurousFish:P2
BySquish;astoldto
andtypedbyan
AnonymousCamper

HelloCAAPers,it’smeagain,thatannoyingﬁsh
whojustcan’tstopobsessingabouthimself!
Wherewerewe?Ohyeah.Theboat-ohno,
Ididn’tjustgivethewholescarypartaway,didI?
WellIwasabouttotellyouanyways,so
whatever.Asyoucanprobablyunderstand,with
thedangerouswarningscreechinvadedmylittle
brain,Igotsofrightenedthatmylittlebody
begantoblowupthesizeofaballoon.That’s
whatyouhumanscallit,right?OKgood.Ihad
seenoneofmyownkinddothat,butIhadnever
doneitmyself.Ihadneverfeltmoreterriﬁed.A
humanboatwascomingtocaptureme!FinallyI
knewIhadnochoicebuttoswimasfarasIcould
away.Myparentsspenteverylivingmoment
warningmeaboutthedangerofhumans.
Meanwhile,theboatwasdangerouslyclose.I
wassoscaredIfeltlikeIwouldexplode.Iswam.
WithoutthinkingIswam,andIhitsomething
reallyhard.Icriedout,andthenmyworldwent
black.(Prettygoodcliﬀhanger,huh?Love‘emcuz
youalwayshatemefor‘em.)TOBE
CONTINUED

The Riddles Club

Advanced
I am a hill that is ﬂat
a forest that never changes color
a river that you can burn
And a city that you can cover with your thumb
What am I?
Intermediate
What question can someone ask all day long, always
get completely di erent answers, and yet all the
answers could be correct?
Easy
The more you think
The more I shrink
What am I?
-Riddle girl
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Put your answers in my folder I will say who got each
right or all right and I will put the answers too so put
your name on it.

Lots O’ Pups
Hello CAAPsters! Today
we will be discussing
service dogs and
emotional support dogs.
Any dog can be trained to
be a support dog,
although Labrador
Retrievers, Border
Collies, Golden
Retrievers, and German
Shepherds are easiest
and most preferred,
because they are usually
calm, alert, and trainable.
You need to check that the dog is healthy, and past
six months old. There are two options for training
service dogs. The first and easier one is to hire a
trusted service dog trainer. It takes at least 120
hours over the course of at least six months. The
second and harder way to train a service dog is to
train your dog yourself. There are five main words
your dog has to know. Your dog needs to know “sit”,
“down”, “stay”, “come”, and “heel”. Your dog also needs
to know how to “proof”, which is tuning out of any
distractions and focusing their owner, and “tasking”,
which is learning the main task that they will have to
do for their owner, like guidance and sensing health
issues. They should also go to the bathroom only on
command. For both ways, your dog needs to be
registered as a service dog. They also need to buy a
service harness. Some people buy fake service
harnesses, because they want their dog to be able to
go into restaurants, museums, and planes for free.
That is illegal. Emotional support dogs are easier to
train.
“M mo ’ frien ha therap do , an sh alway mad m
fee war an f zz insid .”
“At my sleepaway camp, a kid had a therapy
dog, and I loved it when the dog got to go to
activities.”
Oh wait- finally! Something in our folder! Yay! Here it
is:

“Do pu

s s e fu ?”

Most dogs do, but hypoallergenic dogs do not. I’m
hypoallergenic!

6/29/18

Please put notes in our folder across from the OTT
room! They really help our column!
Goodbye from Laila and Mr. Owner!

#The truble with parents.!?$
With JOHN TORPEY and NICK EPLETT!!!
I know that parents try to help you, but all they do is
make things worse!
First of all, they call you baby names like sweetie, and
that is annoying! Parents hug and kiss you when you
don't want them to. And they say ¨sweet dreams and don't
let the bed bugs bite¨ which is very weird.
Second, I know they’re trying to help but it doesn't feel
good. I would love parents if they weren't so
overprotective. They make you eat things you don’t like! I
know there trying to keep us healthy but can’t they try to
cook a good meal! Your parents don’t let you be funny.
They do the airplane when you’re too old for it! Also they
make you do your homework when you don’t want to!
Third, they sign you up for stupid things that you hate,
they make you watch baby shows, and they bring you to
the hospital when you’re perfectly fine!
AND THAT'S THE TRUBLE WITH z PARENTS!!!!
Weavesilk
I am here to
write about a
website called
Weavesilk. I
am not
including an introduction, because Hallie made me
write about this because I was playing on it instead
of writing my article, so Hallie said, ‘Write about
that’. Weavesilk is a fun website where you can make
designs with the computer. As you can see, I have
included a picture that I made on Weavesilk. To make
this, I went on to Weavesilk, and went to controls.
Then I turned on mirror across center, spiral across
center, and Rotational Symmetry to six. I used
orange and yellow to make a sort of sun shape. Then I
turned off rotational symmetry, spiral across center,
and mirror across center and I used blue to create
something that looks like water. If you want to use
Weavesilk, go to Weavesilk.com!
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By Scarlett Lowry

Tips To Being A Genius Intro Writer:
CAAPers hello!!! This article is my “Tips To Being”
comeback! I would appreciate some fun adjective
suggestions (i.e. Tips To Being weird or annoying).
Because it’s the beginning of the CAAP year and I have
no suggestions *yet!* Here’s a little taste of what this
column is all about.
1) First Think: “What is this intro for?” Introductions
vary depending on the person, people, or thing
that you are introducing. For example, would you
present a soap bar the same way you would
present a super star? Of course not! So dig deep
and ﬁgure out the perfect intro. Are you loud and
chipper or are you quiet and mysterious?
2) Now that you 100% understand your perfect
introduction formatting, chose your career path.
Are you “ready to rumble” like the world famous
Michael Buﬀer? Or are you a mediocre intro-er
on the weekends? These two options may seem
similar, but there is a very broad gap between
them. Still doubtful? That’s alright! Here’s the
diﬀerence between a professional and casual
introduction composer.
Professional introducer: These people have
experience. No person can simply walk into a
commercial area and introduce a product
because ﬁrst they must go to a proper
introduction university such as Massachusetts
Institute of Introducing or Harvard Introducing
School. If you are planning on getting a degree in
Introduction, I would advise Introducing for a
celebrity product. This way all future employers
will see a big name on your resume and you may
have a great experience in the meantime.
Casual Introducer: This option may be a better ﬁt
for CAAPers who don’t see themselves taking a
serious job as a Introducer. Many stars are
discovered through YouTube everyday. Although
most amature Introduction jobs are fairly private,
there is still a high chance that your name will
break through into the Introduction world.
Business is always good because many people
need Introductions on a day to day basis without
the expenses of a major league Introducer to pay
for.
And that is how to be a Genius Intro Writer. Want a tip or
two with your life? You can put it in my folder outside of
the OTT room. Tips to being ___.
Sincerely, A tips expert.

What Brow Product is Right for You? Part 2
Are Brow Pomades right for you?
Brow pomades are cream products designed to create
clean, defined brows. Brow pomades are usually used for
full coverage makeup looks, as it’s difficult to create
natural-looking brows with it. Brow pomades usually
create sleek looking brows, and can be used alone without
other products. Brow Pomades are applied using a small
brush, a process that can take a while. Pomade can be used
as brow primer, provides color, sculpture, and shading.
Brow Pomades: Ardell Brow Pomade, Milani Stay Put
Brow Color NYX Tame & Frame Tinted Brow Pomade,
Anastasia Beverly Hills Dipbrow Pomade, Kat Von D
24-Hour Super Brow Long-Wear Pomade
Are Brow Powders right for you?
Brow Powders are products designed to create
natural, defined brows. Brow powders can be used for
natural or full coverage makeup looks. Brow powders are
also applied using a small brush, a process that can take a
while. This lightweight, sheer to medium coverage formula
was designed to be smudge-proof and comes with two
shades per compact to ensure the perfect brow color.
Brow Powders:
Maybelline Ultra Brow Powder
BareMinerals Brow Color
Kat Von D Brow Struck Dimension Powder
Anastasia Beverly Hills Duo Brow Powder
Benefit Cosmetics Foolproof Brow Powder
There’s a range of prices from Ardell to Kat Von D, but
the price doesn’t define the quality. The products at the
beginning of the lists are usually found at drugstores, and
the ones at the bottom of the list are generally found at
higher end stores such as Sephora.

Where Will I Wake Up?
This morning I woke up as Hallie Gilbert, from OTT. First, I
took my dog outside to get him to go to the bathroom, but
all he does is run around the outside of the house picking
up rocks and making me chase him. Second,I feed my dog
and get ready to go. After I am done getting ready I go pick
up Liza Ulrich and drop o

Albert (my dog) at my parents

house or at doggy day care. Next I go to CAAP, there I help
kids with typing, editing, and work on the Oak Tree Times. I
am the head of the writing and computer department. Once
I am done at CAAP I go to my secret gymnastics/tumbling
class and work on my back handsprings and tucks. I have
my secret recital on Saturday I am hoping i do good
because I failed at my competition on monday. All I need to
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do is get my ariel and then I think I will win.

-Where will I

wake up?

animal facts
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

By;awesome dude

Cats can not taste sweet things
Turtles breathe through their buttś
If a female ferret goes into heat and does not mate she will die
Kiwis can remember bad memories for ﬁve years
Blobﬁsh have no muscles
Pigs can not see the sky because of how their eyes our placed
jellyﬁsh have no hearts
Moths have no stomachs
Groundhog day was hegehog day until the 1800ś
A single cow can fart up two hundred liters of methane a day
Humans can not hear most sounds elephants make
Flies vomit on their food so their stomachs can digest it even
before eating it
Birds who live at home eat barf for every meal
Elephant babies suck on their trunks the way humans suck on
their thumbs
Bats have long- distance relationships
If a wolf is kicked out of itś pack it will never howl again
When early explorers saw manatees they thought they were
mermaids
Male lions eat ﬁrst and make the mothers and children eat last
Cicadas sleep for 17 years
Squirrels can’t burp
The ring tailed lemur that smells the worst is in charge of the
whole group
Mice sense sadness in other mice and it makes them sad to
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catering!” A lot of mixed emo ons. I’ve never been there but

overall I think a good rule is: don´t go to Purple Cactus.
Interview with Akiva Jacobs, by Akiva Jacobs’s cousin,
Malachy Dubin
Akiva how long have you been playing guitar and bass guitar?
A: 8 years or 9 years. I started at CAAP.
Akiva how long have you been going to CAAP?
A: I went here for 3 years as a camper during middle school, I
was a CIT last year and now I’m a counselor.
Akiva, what’a your favorite ice cream ﬂavor?
A: Um, oatmeal cookie.
Who’s your favorite CIT?
A: Oh man, I can’t answer that question. I love all the CIT’s I
work with *BURP*
What’s your favorite rock band?
A: The Guggenheim Grotto
Is there any instrument you wish you could play?
A: TOTALLY! I really wish I could play trumpet and drums.
Who’s your favorite cousin?
A: Malachy!

CAAP Word Search

It’s the restaurant review.
I got a slip of paper that said ¨ Purple Cactus.¨
So, I will be reviewing Purple Cactus! Purple Cactus is a burrito and
wrap place.It has quesadillas, soups, salads, and many more things!
Here are some of their reviews:
One star review: “I am really sad tonight. I went in at 9:08 pm and I
was told that it was closed. I called back to speak to the manager
about it and he apologized. Then he thought we hung up. Well we
did not. He and a girl laughed at me for whining about their
improper store hour.”
Five star review: “Great experience
with the catering service. We ordered two large Santa Fe salads,
guac, and tor lla chips. Everything was amazing and everyone raved
about the food. The food also arrive on me and Marie made sure
the receipt was clear and readily available (which made my boss very
happy). We will deﬁnitely be using them again, especially for

Hints:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

What we do at the very end of the day
Where karate is practiced
Someone at camp who helps you
Period of the day that changes daily
OTT mascot species
She runs the whole camp
Where you keep your things during the day
What we do after lunch
The musical this year is called….
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